PROJECT

THIS DOCUMENT PROVIDES A HIGH LEVEL OVERVIEW OF THE STATUS OF THE
WORLD BY CYCLE EXPEDITION AND RIDE TO LEARN EDUCATION PROGRAM
AS AT DECEMBER 2012.

World By Cycle

Global community program
sharing real-time, real-life
adventure.

Ride To Learn

Global citizenship and
environmental sustainability
learning program.

Foreword
2012 has been a year of exponential development, change and accomplishment.
The greatest strength of our projects has been the teams of people volunteering their time and passion
for a happier more sustainable world. Our vision to share this expedition to enrich and inspire has
engaged thought-leaders in education around the globe, assisting the development of this 21st
century education program.
Our skilled education team have compiled extensive research while we, the explorers, have met and
introduced the people and places from the seventeen countries we cycled through. Youth have initiated
local projects, professors have adopted our program into their curriculum, individuals have started
riding bikes, exploring their world and becoming curious about places they had never heard of before.
Through this project we have created lasting and thoughtful relationships between people and each
other other and the natural world we all share.
Heading in to 2013 our greatest challenge is not how to build a meaningful project but how to develop
a sustainable model to fund these projects. Our efforts in 2012 focussed on harnessing philanthropic
funding with very limited success - so moving forward we will seek opportunities to leverage our
services business to create the capital required for the project.

Kristina Stoney
Project Director-Explorer

2012

FOLLOWING BRAZIL THE EXPEDITION CYCLED IN THREE CONTINENTS, EXPLORING CULTURAL,
SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF SHOE AND T-SHIRT DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE.

W. Africa

Europe

C. Asia

Senegal to Morocco
exploring water use
and organic cotton
farming.

France to Greece
exploring sustainable
shoes, culture and
history.

Turkey to Kyrgyzstan
exploring people,
culture, cotton
and silk.

Summary
In 2012 the World By Cycle expedition cycled over 10,000 kilometers in 17 countries on 4 continents.
The cycling journey began in Brazil where a number of events were hosted including bicycle advocacy
groups, a World Bicycle Relief event and an appearance at a progressive school in Sao Paulo. Following
Brazil the expedition headed to West Africa exploring the story of the ‘thirsty t-shirt’ - which looked
deeper at cotton harvesting and implications to the environment, exploring water usage, irrigation,
chemical use and farming scale. Key interviews were captured in Senegal and Morocco with non-profit
organizations, an organic cotton farm and youth groups.
From Morocco the explorers headed to Europe, cycling from France to Greece via Belgium, The
Netherlands, Germany, Switzerland and Italy. The European story focussed on ‘sustainable shoes’ and
interviews were captured with a design hub in Amsterdam, a prestigious shoe manufacturer in Italy and
a Swiss organization developing sustainable textile supply chain practices from source to product.
Continuing east of Greece the explorers cycled across Turkey and Iran then tracked north into
Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan. The focus of this leg was to learn about the people and
communities involved in developing ‘T-Shirt’ materials. Key interviews were captured at historic sites in
Turkmenistan, a silk factory and youth group in Uzbekistan, and organic cotton production, a felt
factory, community tourism, non-profit organizations, school and university groups in Kyrgyzstan.
The journey of this experience for our team and the content gathered puts us in a great position to
develop and publish engaging content for both our community and education projects. While taking
the opportunity to reflect on how we operate as an effective team will set us up for a slick operation
improving our real-time engagement model for 2013.

ASSETS

RESOURCES DEVELOPED THROUGHOUT THE WORLD BY CYCLE EXPEDITION
AND RIDE TO LEARN EDUCATION PROGRAM DURING 2012.
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Units

Educators, Creatives and
Explorers committed
to realizing the
projects potential.

With thought leaders
and innovators in
education and our
product support.

Immersive
opportunity for
participants to join
the journey.

Connect our
participants
vicariously to the
real life experience.

Comprehensive
and interactive
Adventure Learning
educational units.

Our Assets: Evidence of Project Achievements
From March 2011 to December 2012 the core education team, who are responsible for researching the
route encounters of our field explorers and creating fun, relevant and engaging educational content,
have grown to ten committed and highly motivated people. These are highly accomplished individuals
holding Doctorate, Masters and Graduate level Degrees in Education and International Relations. Eight
of the education team members have taught primary through post secondary and have innovated in
the learning arena across the globe, including: Australia, Kyrgyzstan, Guatemala, Peru, Canada, New
Zealand, Iran, The Caribbean, India, Korea, Pakistan, United Kingdom and the USA.
Their international diversity and passion bring a very unique combination to the projects' materials and
interactions; through this team, difficult global challenges become opportunities and solution hotbeds
leveraging collaboration and research.
Throughout this period we have formed significant partnerships with organizations who's visions align
to our own, who's values reciprocate ours and who inspire both adventure and respect for our world.
We are proud to be connected to each of our partners and strive at all times to create mutually
beneficial opportunities.
Using state-of-the-art equipment our explorers have captured an enormous resource pool of images
and video that are progressively being shaped into key educational and interest stories. Bringing
together all of this into content that creates meaning, our educational team have developed
comprehensive units which explore the geography, local culture and the behind-the-scenes story to
t-shirts and shoes. Each unit has been significantly researched and includes globally applicable
interactive discussion activities, as well as fact sheets and classroom lesson plans.

EXPENSE

COST OF BUILDING AND RUNNING THE WORLD BY CYCLE EXPEDITION
AND RIDE TO LEARN EDUCATION PROGRAM
BETWEEN MARCH 2011 AND
DECEMBER 2012
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Cost of Exploring and Educating
With a lack of significant funding or revenue streams the expedition and education projects have had to
run on a bare-bones budget. A cost we expected to be more was our People. However this element was
low due to the voluntary time and service offered by many of our team. The greatest cost to date has
been in the Expedition Travel, which encompasses all fights, accommodation, meal and other expenses
incurred by our team whilst traveling for the projects. Key items include air travel bookings for the
expedition and travel to conferences and events of team members and all accommodation and meals
during project related travel since March 2011.
Our audience is primarily reached through online mediums and so significant investment towards
building and developing Online Platforms was required. The purchase of Expedition Equipment
including bicycles, camping and general living equipment required to sustain the explorers in the field.
This includes items to support their sustainability such as a solar system, water purification system and
medical requirements.
Building lasting and powerful stories through imagery, design and video required
investment to ensure the team had the equipment and tools to create with freedom, this includes
computers, tablets, film equipment and software. iPads were provided to two education designers, a
laptop for the education coordinator and two laptops for the explorers. Essential online tools were
required to allow the team opportunity to develop and communicate including subscriptions to design
software, project management tool systems and online learning programs. The General expenses
include communications - internet and phone, couriers, visa applications for travel, office space
including providing desk space for our education team at TakingITGlobal.
The Donations include sales from World By Cycle branded KeepCups, places on our online photo wall
and income incurred through a crowd funding platform.

2013

THE JOURNEY AHEAD FOR THE WORLD BY CYCLE EXPEDITION
AND RIDE TO LEARN EDUCATION PROGRAM.

E. Asia
China and Mongolia
exploring alternatives
to cotton and bicycle
manufacturing.

N. America S. America
Canada and USA
exploring hand made
bicycle
manufacturing.

South America
exploring cultural
diversity and
sustainability.

Summary
A major change to our approach for 2013 will be a shift away from the non-stop expedition to a satellite
approach where we will explore the regions of East Asia, North America and Central/South America
independently.
The project aims to explore China in March-April 2013 sharing the stories of ‘alternatives to cotton’,
where we will investigate the production of hemp and bamboo as clothing fabrics. We will then explore
bicycle manufacture and the story of World Bicycle Relief at a steel manufacturing facility. China will
also include an exciting adventure story, intent on developing film for submission to film festivals and
travel shows.
In June 2013 the expedition will cycle the route along the Continental Divide form Canada to Mexico
where we will explore hand made bicycles and North American rural culture.
Finally, in the later half of 2013 the expedition will explore Central and South America exploring
sustainability through the bicycle and learning about social elements of the cultures we travel through.
Rounding out this expedition our education team will bring together the entire journey across six
continents into a discussion about our global impact and climate change with a module focussed on
Antarctica.

